Puck-Up
Psch Department Investigates Kissing

By Bruce Spotonas
Arugnal Feature Writer

Before it is too late, finding a safeguard for students who fall in love is absolutely necessary. Many senior couples have been interviewed in an effort to shed light on the problem. However, many of the cases have been turned away from the university's counseling center due to lack of available resources.

The director of the counseling center, Professor Howard, was contacted for a statement on the issue. "We understand that the problem is widespread, but we are limited in our ability to help. We are in the process of seeking funding to expand our services."

A student couple, John and Lisa, were interviewed separately. John said, "I feel like we're being watched all the time. We don't want to be the next case to be investigated.

Lisa said, "I feel like we're being watched all the time. We don't want to be the next case to be investigated.

Another student, Sarah, said, "I feel like we're being watched all the time. We don't want to be the next case to be investigated.

The University's administration has been criticized for their lack of intervention in the matter. The president, Dr. Jenkins, said, "We understand the concern, but we cannot act without evidence."

The University has not yet released any formal investigation into the matter. The administration has stated that they are working on a plan to address the issue.

---
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Up by Ninjas
Arugnal Programmer

Derk Kemptner was elected ASU President on Monday, and his term will begin in May. Kemptner is a junior majoring in computer science.

"I'm excited," said Kemptner. "I think we can do a lot of good things for the university and the students."

Kemptner's platform focused on improving student government and enhancing the university's academic programs.

The election was held on Monday night, and it was a close race between Kemptner and his opponent, John McLeod.

"I'm disappointed," said McLeod. "But I'm proud of the campaign we ran."

The election results were announced by the ASUI President, and Kemptner received 52% of the vote, while McLeod received 48%.

---

The Idaho ARGONAUT
Kemptner, Smith Elected

---

ASU to Fund Academic Projects

The ASU Senate has approved a $20,000 fund for academic projects. The money will be used to support research and development initiatives.

"This is a great opportunity to support our students and faculty," said Kemptner. "We want to make sure that our university is at the forefront of academic innovation."

The funding will be distributed to the deans of the various colleges, and they will have discretion over how to allocate the money.

---

Food Stamps Not Abused

By Peggy Kellogg

The new food stamp program is designed to help low-income families. It is not intended to be abused.

"We want to ensure that the program is used as intended," said Kemptner. "We will be monitoring the program closely to ensure that it is not being abused.

The program is expected to save the government money by reducing wastage and fraud.

---

Mark Ellsworth and Patty appear to be the leading candidates for the Senate race. Ellsworth is an attorney, while Wagner is a law student.

"I think we can do a lot of good things for the university," said Ellsworth. "I want to make sure that our students have a say in the decision-making process."
A Basque Experience

The Basque students at the University of Idaho cannot get enough of Basque dance on campus to help raise funds for the Basque University in Nafarroa, Spain and France. The Basques in Idaho are planning an all day plan of Basque language, music, dance, and Basque literature.

Many people are not familiar with the Basque language or Basque culture but the language is quite interesting. The Basque language is different from all European languages and the same as the language of the Basques, people, who live in France, Spain, and northern portions of Spain and France. The Basques in Idaho are planning an all day plan of Basque language, music, dance, and Basque literature.

The Bosque students have already made a trip to the states of Louisiana, California, and New Mexico. They have also conducted seminars and classes on the Basque language and culture, and have also worked with local Basque groups to promote Basque culture.

The Bosque students have already made a trip to the states of Louisiana, California, and New Mexico. They have also conducted seminars and classes on the Basque language and culture, and have also worked with local Basque groups to promote Basque culture.

Dance featuring Snickers

Draw Gracey Hall, 8-10 p.m.

Life and Career Planning Workshop

This CHORD workshop is aimed at assisting the participants in planning and organizing their future academic and professional careers. The content of the workshop will include modules drawn from CHORD, the University of Idaho, and the University of California. In addition to a workshop atmosphere, the participants will have the opportunity to work with CHORD professionals.

Location: Central Library, Idaho Room and Board

Adapted Education Building NO 105 - 800-323

FALLS, IOWA

DIRECTIONS: March 16 - April 14, 1974

Choreology, and the University of Idaho campus. In addition, to a workshop atmosphere, the participants will have the opportunity to work with CHORD professionals.

SPRING SKI FLING

March and Churchill 5:00 17 300

Side 500/0.50

Lodging from 50.00

ALL JACKSON

HOLE

Vanderling H электронной почты

PRICE PLAYS Tax

RESERVATIONS (80) 454 5381

GROUPS ARE WELCOME

COMING, THE ANNUAL RAINBOW SNOWBIRD

Announcing the biggest Snowbird challenge ever! The Porcelain Pro Slalom and Aerial Exhibition Competition. If you feel like an expert skier, enter the pro dual slalom or aerial competition sponsored by the North American competition in each of two events will win a year's free ticket of 1974 2.0 Porsche 911.

And for you more normal thrills there's fun, games and prizes for doors and non-alarms alike.

The Snowbird begins at 11:00 noon with Revelstoke ski chases jumping into the area (weather permitting).

The final event can enter the multi-Rainbow Contest for the charity egg piloting challenged by the charity egg piloting or free-fall in contests, or enter the Revelstoke dual slalom and win a Rainbow Superstar Trophy.

If you feel particularly strong, maybe the Rainbow leg-pulling contest in your stage (length). And all the while there's lots of exciting things to enjoy, like a side flying exhibition and the Rainbow Superstar Trophy.

What do you get for all this fun besides fun? R-2 tickets, all boots, all hats, over two free snacks, admission and more competition Water Ski by a Braun Brothers at Spring Freestyle Tourist Trophy-Furnish California Rainbow Skier. by Braun Brothers, at Spring Freestyle Tourist Trophy-Designed Rainbow Skier.

As the past, there will be change for entering any of the events. Registration will be on a first come, first served basis, to pick up your entry form at your nearest Porcelain dealer or ask about your chances on the Rainbow Swallow Information (213) 925-2650.

It all happens December 30 at Silverthorn at Kellogg, Idaho. Slalom on Saturday and Aerial on Sunday February 24 at 491 North Chemawa, Wash. Lane to KURB for details.

Weather Rainbow Good Time Event

Prepared by Rainbow Breuer and KURB Radio.

Group Brings Message to Moscow

"Of up with people, you meet them, then have them, and you’re the best kind of little you know..."
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Wining and Dining — Moscow Establishments Offering Fine Eating For Hungry Students

Another unique feature of The Winery is its old fashioned, down-home atmosphere. The Winery offers a wide variety of foods to choose from, each served in its own unique way. The Winery is open from four to midnight. Another rare feature of the same establishment is The Owl. The Owl is a small, cozy restaurant that offers a variety of dishes ranging in price from $2.00 to $5.00, with many other dishes available for your liking. Various menu items are also available as part of the well-prepared menu.

For Saturday night, The Winery also offers a special dinner with live entertainment. The dinner consists of a three-course meal, including a main course, dessert, and coffee. The entertainment includes a variety of musical acts, such as jazz bands and solo acts. The dinner is served at 8 p.m., with reservations recommended. The cost for the dinner is $25.00 per person, which includes tax and tip.

The Owl is also located in the Idaho. A separate entrance is available for those who wish to dine without the cost of a three-course meal. The Owl offers a variety of dishes ranging in price from $2.00 to $5.00, with many other dishes available for your liking. Various menu items are also available as part of the well-prepared menu.

For Saturday night, The Winery also offers a special dinner with live entertainment. The dinner consists of a three-course meal, including a main course, dessert, and coffee. The entertainment includes a variety of musical acts, such as jazz bands and solo acts. The dinner is served at 8 p.m., with reservations recommended. The cost for the dinner is $25.00 per person, which includes tax and tip.

The Owl is also located in the Idaho. A separate entrance is available for those who wish to dine without the cost of a three-course meal. The Owl offers a variety of dishes ranging in price from $2.00 to $5.00, with many other dishes available for your liking. Various menu items are also available as part of the well-prepared menu.

For Saturday night, The Winery also offers a special dinner with live entertainment. The dinner consists of a three-course meal, including a main course, dessert, and coffee. The entertainment includes a variety of musical acts, such as jazz bands and solo acts. The dinner is served at 8 p.m., with reservations recommended. The cost for the dinner is $25.00 per person, which includes tax and tip.
A Moscow Judge for Moscowsans

In an attempt to settle the dispute over who gets to use something in the Boise area for something, the state legislature has introduced a bill that would allow the Moscow district judge to settle the dispute. Moscow, a former Nez Perce county prosecutor, has been recently appointed by Governor Otts to fill the vacancy in the Moscow courthouse, contrary to state law, which requires the judge to sit in Latah County. Moscow has been commuting to Moscow for his judicial duties since

Since taking over thebench Jan. 1, Moscow has been criticized by some members of the Nez Perce community for not moving to Moscow. He did, however, state his intention of moving to Moscow after the primary election in August.

Now, Rep. Bruce Sweeney, D-Moscow, has submitted a proposal (HB 489), which he would pass if the judge would agree to reside in Moscow.

Sweeney's bill would give Moscow a way out and would also cover the up early or overtime that resulted in Moscow being ap-

proached contrary to the law.

Two of Latah County's legislative delegation have expressed opposition to the proposal. Sen. Bob Shief, D-Boise, went so far as to enumerate the advantages of residency for Idaho residents throughout the state.

"This is a way that we can get the legislature to act," he explains. But he hastens to add that the bill is not a panacea: "It's not going to eliminate the need for the judge to be located in the outlying communities where they were readily accessible rather than central.

We agree with the present state law which would turn district justice to reside at the place designated to reside in. And the law establishes one resident judge in Latah County.

The resort to the city, he thinks, would not be in the interests of Moscow, Latah County, or the University of Idaho. The Parolees deserves a common

judge. — BIRD

Good-By Yellow Brick Road — Hello BSU

As a controversy that has made public over the last several years, the Boise State University campus has been characterized by its strict regulations against the use of alcoholic beverages on campus. Since the passage of the Idaho's Blue Law in 1974, the Boise State student body has been governed by the regulations of the state, which prohibit the consumption of alcohol on campus.

Now, the Boise State community has been asked to make a decision on the future of alcohol on campus. The Student Senate has proposed a referendum to the student body, which will be held on Friday, March 22.

The referendum will ask the students to vote on whether or not to allow the sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages on campus. If passed, the referendum will go into effect immediately.

The Boise State community has been divided over the issue of alcohol on campus. Some students feel that the regulations are too strict, while others believe that they are necessary to maintain a safe and orderly environment.

The referendum will be held on the Boise State campus and will be open to all students. The results of the referendum will be announced on Monday, March 25.

Back When There Was Real Ice Cream...

To the Editor:

I can't believe how much your editorial "Back When There Was Real Ice Cream," October 17, 1988, has been reproduced in the newspaper.
The article was about the history of ice cream in the United States, and it mentioned that the first commercial ice cream company was established in 1876.

I have no idea where you got your information, but I think it's important to get the facts right. If you want to know more about the history of ice cream, you should look up the book "Ice Cream: A History" by Paul Pascale, which was published in 1994.

The first commercial ice cream company was established in 1867, not 1876.

In addition, the article stated that "the first commercial ice cream company was established in 1876," which is incorrect. It was actually 1867.

I hope you will take the time to verify your information before publishing it in the newspaper.

Thank you,

Reader

Blue Mountain The Way It Was

The Blue Mountain College was founded in 1908 as a school for the children of miners. The college was established in order to provide educational opportunities for the children of miners, who were often not able to attend college.

The college was founded by the miner John Blue, who was known for his generosity and commitment to education. Blue was a miner for most of his life and was passionate about providing educational opportunities for his fellow miners.

The college was initially a very small institution, with only a few students and faculty members. However, it quickly grew in size and popularity, and today it is one of the leading institutions of higher education in the region.

In 1908, the college was established with a small campus and a few buildings. The first building on the campus was the administration building, which was later renamed the John Blue Building.

The college has experienced many changes over the years, including changes in its location and its facilities. However, it has remained dedicated to providing educational opportunities for the children of miners, and it continues to serve the community today.

Qualifications: He/She

As a man of the University of Nevada's Department of Physics, I would like to call your attention to a matter which has been raised up to us by a number of students and faculty members, and which has been discussed among the deans and deans of the university's several faculties.

This raises a question of the nature of the qualifications which the University of Nevada's Department of Physics has established for its instructors and students.

The qualifications which the University of Nevada's Department of Physics has established for its instructors and students are as follows:

1. The qualifications which we have established for our instructors are as follows:
   a. A Ph.D. in Physics
   b. A minimum of five years of experience in teaching
   c. A minimum of three years of experience in research

2. The qualifications which we have established for our students are as follows:
   a. A minimum of four years of study in Physics
   b. A minimum of two years of study in Mathematics

The qualifications which we have established for our instructors are designed to ensure that our instructors are knowledgeable and capable of teaching and research.

The qualifications which we have established for our students are designed to ensure that our students are knowledgeable and capable of conducting research.

We believe that these qualifications are necessary for the continued success of the University of Nevada's Department of Physics.

We also believe that these qualifications are consistent with the standards set by other leading institutions of higher education.

We hope that you will consider these qualifications as you assess the qualifications of instructors and students in the University of Nevada's Department of Physics.

If you have any questions or concerns about these qualifications, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

Mike Sweeney

Riggins Junior College

The following is representative of the first page of a letter from a student of Riggins Junior College, Idaho. It was written to the college president and was addressed to the editor of the campus newspaper, the "Hilltopper.

I am a student of Riggins Junior College, and I would like to bring to your attention a matter which has been concerning me for some time.

This raises a question of the nature of the qualifications which the University of Nevada's Department of Physics has established for its instructors and students.

The qualifications which the University of Nevada's Department of Physics has established for its instructors are as follows:

1. The qualifications which we have established for our instructors are as follows:
   a. A Ph.D. in Physics
   b. A minimum of five years of experience in teaching
   c. A minimum of three years of experience in research

2. The qualifications which we have established for our students are as follows:
   a. A minimum of four years of study in Physics
   b. A minimum of two years of study in Mathematics

The qualifications which we have established for our instructors are designed to ensure that our instructors are knowledgeable and capable of teaching and research.

The qualifications which we have established for our students are designed to ensure that our students are knowledgeable and capable of conducting research.

We believe that these qualifications are necessary for the continued success of the University of Nevada's Department of Physics.

We also believe that these qualifications are consistent with the standards set by other leading institutions of higher education.

We hope that you will consider these qualifications as you assess the qualifications of instructors and students in the University of Nevada's Department of Physics.

If you have any questions or concerns about these qualifications, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

Mike Sweeney

Riggins Junior College
Leaks in the Stadium Roof

To the Editor:

Concerning the latest stadium roof at the University of Oregon, I suggest that the student body press the administration into a White Elephant.

It is rumored that the Washington State University stadium is being considered for the University of Oregon. How long can you pay for that kind of thing? Was the stadium built by the taxpayers of Washington State? The University of Oregon has a tighter budget. The stadium was built by the taxpayers of Oregon. Does the University of Oregon really want to buy something they can't afford?

Did any of the conditions below more students could be served better by a smaller building plus equipment located in the student center and paid for with student fees? Did any of the conditions below less money could be saved or spent on other projects?

- What is the roof made of?
- What are the problems?
- What is the cost?
- What is the state of the roof?

It is true that the stadium is leaking. Is it bigger than the roof at the University of Oregon?

Don't forget that the University of Oregon has a smaller budget to work with. Is it possible to build a smaller stadium that would be safer and cheaper?

Don't let the University of Oregon be sold out to the administration.

P.S. Condensed to a more realistic amount of words:

The roof is leaking. It is a White Elephant. Don't let the University of Oregon be sold out to the administration.

Nebb Taggart

Mississippi State University

Steve Mccoy

Sigismondi—Didn’t He Used to Work Here?

The position, which was created last year by Sigismondi, would be filled by President Carl Wurzer, who wanted more administrative help in his budget-driven budget. The position was created by the Senate, which voted 88-1 to retain it as part of the internal financial review done by the Senate.

Many senators, in retrospect, believe Sigismondi was a good choice. In fact, one senator said that Sigismondi was the best choice for the job, and that the president was able to give a helping hand to the ASUI.

Watts was Digitized

Wurzer, known by his title, said that he didn’t want it to appear that he was using the position for personal gain.

Bohon Booh Bonhon

Hey, Howard Hagen! I’m calling on behalf of an individual who would like some tips on how to retain power while remaining invisible...

On the Market

Car Pool — Pittsburgh to motivation. Call or write 870-0452.

Rewarded for information leading to conviction of respondents. Call Women’s Center, 353-9131.


July 27th green street female car. Lost near Highway 91 Persuasion. Call ladies in Fullerton, 905-335-9421.

Wanted: Babysitter, 2-4 year old. Call 868-6003 or 882-9832.

Who said classified ads don’t work? We prove they do. For a limited time only we are offering a reduced rate for classified ads. Drop 2 classifieds for the coming year, then get the third one free. AND ‘74.

Unguented oil shot down to bald Fobs will pay gas plus $50. Call 868-3343.

For Sale: very lucky 85 Ford Mustang pickup. Mechanic is available on completion, $100 trade for top line cash. Call 297-9900. Rent-A-Car, 3846, Reserve at or leave message at ASU.

For Sale: XAM AM radio, AM/FM, 89.5, 89.9, $40. Call 882-8767 after 5 p.m.

What’s In Your Future?

Come to the Women’s Unlimited Series Monday. Meet Miss America’s Women’s Center and listen to a fun, informative presentation. Sponsored by the Women’s Center, 390 P.O. Box 5444, Portland, Oregon 97210.

More fun on less gas.

Ride a Honda.

Design a logo (letterhead size) for the ASUI Outdoor University Sport Contest closes March 15, 1974. Pick up information at SUB Info Desk or in the Outdoor Program Office.

How to buy stereo by the numbers.

If you’re the sort who’s more interested in music than in what plays the music, there are only two things you really need to know about stereos:

1. The number of dollars
   you’re ready to
   spend.

2. The address of your
   nearest TEAM/Electronics
   Center.

With these two sets of numbers, you’re ready to
   buy a set that you’ll be

On当之无愧 sets of numbers regarding a particular stereo
   manufacturer, or its price
   under S500. At your
   center, you’ll find

The point is: where
   every your budget, and what’s
   ever your technical interest.

TEAM can supply a complete
   stereo system consisting of
   matched-quality components.

Please feel free to
   visit and talk over your
   stereo preferences. One of our staff of
   audio experts is eager to offer good counsel and
   friendly advice.

Team Electronics, Inc.

P.O. Box 1234, Portland, Oregon 97207

Ride a Honda.

SMTWTS

800-947-2892

Peck’s Shoe Clinic

& Sheeph Shop

1514 E. 3rd

Expert Shoe Repair

Elegance in Leather Clothing

Aragon Tack & Trade

Sheepskins, Leather Accessories

Brown Bag Sale

3.00

$250

$300

$480

$50

“Batagelle”

“The Fuss-Budget”

“Earoos”

“JVC 71-95405

7015-6640

815A-53

250 Watt

Budget"
Come Dance To Live Music

KOKO Blue
Featuring Pamela Blue
Feb. 22-24

Army ROTC.
It’s more than $100 a month.

Here is a way you can finish your college education and begin a new whole education in Learning to Lead. It’s the Army ROTC Two-Year Program.

FACTS

1. You can earn over $2800 in financial help through scholarships and junior year.
2. Two and one-year scholarships are available for complete full tuition, room and board, and $100 a month to any of the more than 200 colleges and universities offering Army ROTC. 
3. Guaranteed employment after college with a starting salary in excess of $9400.

TO QUALIFY

1. Must complete the sophomore year of college this spring.
2. Attend a selected weekend Basic ROTC Summer Camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky. Pay is $425 plus travel, room and board.
3. Attend a four-year college or university offering the Advanced Course of Army ROTC for your junior and senior years of college.

For additional information contact the Army ROTC representatives in room 101, Memorial Gym.

COFFEE HOUSE

Spills Out More

FREE Entertainment

March 22, 9:00-12:00

Free Coffee and Tea

1. "Pyrate", a three piece group playing rock and various guitar selections
2. "Timothy Patrick O'Heily"
3. "Tom Norman": folk rock guitar playing and singing

Track Team Shapes Up

The Idaho track team has a sched

ual meet scheduled next month at Penn

sylvania State University. 

The meet will include women's and men's

track teams from Idaho, Washington, 

Idaho, Oregon, and Texas. 

University of Idaho trackmen placing in the

competition are for the Idaho Triple

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.

Troxel, new to the Idaho State men's 

track team, wins.
Students Help St. Maries Find Solid Ground

WAL

Flood waters ground into low-lying terrainside through the break in the St. Maries levy. Extensive damage was caused by the flooding of houses surrounding St. Maries.

Text By Marshall Hall
Photos By Don Guidoux

Red Cross officials helped organize the student task force into various work groups. While some students moved hay others cleaned houses of debris.

Financial Aid

To Be Or Not To Be
Raped!!

February 22, 1974
Statesman Press
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Furniture and household goods were removed from the St. Maries Bloodsground Bridge, where flood victims were forced to store their property. Many families were left homeless, but were managed to salvage their belongings in this manner.

The flooding St. Maries River devastated many of the low lying terrainside which surround the St. Maries area.

Two students face the job of cleaning grime from the walls, left by the flood waters which enter the house.

denim jeans
Washed & Worn
BELLSCUFF.

OPERATION RENTS

For 1974-75 School Year

All currently enrolled students who wish to apply for scholarships and all other types of financial aid for next year should obtain application materials at

STUDENT FINANCIAL AIDS

UCC 228
IMMEDIATELY

Next Year's Sophomores: Note

You will be eligible for Basic Opportunity Grants. A new application is required. We expect to have the forms by April 1st.

FINANCIAL AID

for

1974-75 SCHOOL YEAR

All currently enrolled students who wish to apply for scholarships and all other types of financial aid for next year should obtain application materials at

STUDENT FINANCIAL AIDS

UCC 228
IMMEDIATELY

Next Year's Sophomores: Note

You will be eligible for Basic Opportunity Grants. A new application is required. We expect to have the forms by April 1st.
A Check on the Banks in Moscow

If a student may not always know how much money, but they do know when it is needed. Whether for airfare, tuition, or other expenses, students need to have access to funds quickly and easily.

The Moscow area banks offer different features to attract students. Some provide special accounts that offer higher interest rates or waive certain fees. Others have mobile banking apps that allow students to access their accounts on-the-go.

In addition to the convenience of banking online, students may also benefit from the availability of a wide range of credit cards. These cards can be used to build credit and earn rewards, which can be useful for future financial decisions.

Regardless of the type of account or service, students should always shop around and compare the options available to them. It is important to choose a bank that meets their unique needs and offers the best value.

KUID Turns on the Color

KUID Television inaugurated full color broadcasting during last week's Brian Stromberg, the station's general manager, said that the station had planned to go to full color broadcasting "for some time now," but it had "just not been the right time until now." The station's new digital color system was purchased from RCA, a major electronics manufacturer, and was installed by the station's technical staff.

The station's new system is designed to improve the overall quality of the station's broadcasts. It allows for more vibrant and realistic colors, as well as better resolution and clarity.

In addition, the station's new system is designed to be more efficient and require less energy. This is important for the station, which is required to follow strict energy conservation guidelines.

KUID's transition to full color broadcasting is a significant milestone for the station. It not only improves the quality of the station's broadcasts, but also demonstrates the station's commitment to staying at the forefront of technology.

Storaska to Speak on Rape

Frederick Storaska, a tenure-track assistant professor of women's studies, is coming to the Student Union Auditorium on Thursday, February 28, at 7:00 p.m. Storaska is a well-known author and speaker, and his lecture is expected to be well attended.

The title of Storaska's presentation is "The White Woman's Burden: The Sexual Politics of Race and Gender in the United States." The presentation will be held in the auditorium, which can accommodate up to 500 people.

Storaska began his career as a legal scholar and has since become a leading figure in the field of women's studies. His work has been widely praised for its clarity and depth.

In addition to his academic work, Storaska is also a prolific writer. He has authored several books and articles on topics related to gender, race, and sexuality.

The double advent system

The Absolute Sound is a magazine written by and for advanced audiophiles; in this sense, it is very different from other audio publications written for a broader audience. Absolute Sound launched the Double Advents (two Advents in each channel) and in a mind-blowing review picked the Double Advents as one of the best speakers on the market. "The cabinet costs three times $1,000 and $3,000. The reviewer high praised the Advents.

"The spaciousness of the two in each room suggested that of a huge Room system, but without its remarkable frequency deviations. The bass, however, had that certain low-end sock you hear in a good hall, and the upper strings, masses in particular, began to sound like massed violins."

"I must say that we had no idea of how good the Advents were until we tried them with the...combination of an RSI 3A and the Phase Linear 78...the Double Advents sounded more like good electronics than all other concept-speakers we have ever heard. The Double Advents were, however, sacrificing in this way a purpose and capability of handling volumes of sound that would make your ears feel as if they were watered.